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Notice

n Author 

t João Moura Pires (jmp@fct.unl.pt) 

n This material can be freely used for personal or academic purposes without 

any previous authorization from the author, provided that this notice is 

maintained/kept. 

n For commercial purposes the use of any part of this material requires the 

previous authorization from the author.
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Interactive Data Visualization

Ask google for Data Vis (images)
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Ask google for Data Vis (images)
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Interactive Data Visualization

What are the messages of this session?
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What are the messages of this session?

n What is the (ultimate) goal of DV? 

n What is the basic idea of DV? 

n Why it is important to study DV?  

n What are the questions addressed by DV?
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What are the messages of this session?

n What is the (ultimate) goal of IDV? 

n What are the basic ideas of IDV?  

n Why it is important to study IDV?  

n What are the questions addressed by IDV?
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Interactive Data Visualization

Introduction
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What is Visualization?

n “Communication of information using graphical information”

27

n Pictures were used before written language 

n A picture can contain a lot of information 

n A picture can be processed (by humans) more quickly than a comparable 

page of words 

t Human perceptual system makes parallel processing of pictures 

n A picture can be independent of local language 



Visualization  in everyday life 

n Visualization provides an alternative or a supplement for textual or verbal 

information 

n (in many situations) Visualization provides a richer description of information than 
the word-based counterpart ! 

n Why? 

n In what kinds of situations are (data) visualizations effective?  

n What type of information can and cannot be visualized? 

n How many different ways are there to show the same data? Which ones are best for 

particular circumstances?   

n Why should we study (data) visualization?
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Landmarks in Visualization

n Charles Minard's map of Napoleon's disastrous Russian campaign of 1812.
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Landmarks in Visualization

n Charles Minard's map of Napoleon's disastrous Russian campaign of 1812. 

n Carte Figurative des pertes successives en hommes de l’armée Française dans la 
campagne de Russie 1812-1813 

n Le nombre d’hommes présents sont représentés par les largeurs des zones colorés à 
raison d’un millimètre pour dix mille hommes au travers des zones. 

n Le “rouge” désignent des hommes qui entrem en Russie, le noir ceux qui en sorte 

n Les renseignements qui on servit ….. [References]

30
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Landmarks in Visualization

n Charles Minard's map of Napoleon's disastrous Russian campaign of 1812.

33

Six different sets of data: geography, the army’s course, the army’s direction; the number of soldiers 
remaining; temperature; time.
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Landmarks in Visualization

n Charles Minard's map of Napoleon's disastrous Russian campaign of 1812.
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Six different sets of data: geography, the army’s course, the army’s direction; the number of soldiers 
remaining; temperature; time.



Landmarks in Visualization

n Broad Street cholera outbreak, (John Snow, 1854)
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Landmarks in Visualization

n Periodic Table

X

Tabular arrangement of the 
chemical elements, ordered 
by their atomic number, 
electron configurations, 
and recurring chemical 
properties

The periodic table can be 
used to derive relationships 
between the properties of the 
elements, and predict the 
properties of new elements 
yet to be discovered or 
synthesized





Early visualizations

n William Playfair: Plot of National Debt over time 

X

William Playfair invented three types 
of diagrams: in 1786 the line graph 
and bar chart of economic data, and 
in 1801 the pie chart.



Early visualizations

n William Playfair: Plot of National Debt over time 

X

William Playfair invented three types 
of diagrams: in 1786 the line graph 
and bar chart of economic data, and 
in 1801 the pie chart.



Early visualizations

n William Playfair: Balance trade between England and Denmark (1786)

X



Early visualizations

n William Playfair: Universal Comercial History

X



Early visualizations

n Florence Nightingale’s “Rose” representing the causes of mortality in the army

X

Blue - Disease 
Red - Wounds 
Black - Other reason



What is the Goal of Data Visualization?

“Data visualization is not just about seeing data ! 

Is about UNDERSTANDING data,  

and being able to make decisions based on the data”  

by John C. Hart
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What is the Goal of Data Visualization?
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What is the Goal of Data Visualization?
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What is the Goal of Data Visualization?

X

“Data visualization is not just about seeing data ! 

Is about grocking the data,  

and being able to make decisions based on the data”  

by John C. Hart 

with Robert Heinlein “contribution”

Home Work: (i) find the general meaning of grocking (and its context); (ii) propose an 

appropriate interpretation in the context of this lecture !

gnoquer(Fr)



What is the Goal of Data Visualization?

“Data visualization is not just about seeing data ! 

Is about UNDERSTANDING data,  

and being able to make decisions based on the data”  

by John C. Hart
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Modes of Visualization
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John C. Hart



Visualization Process

n What is involved in the Visualization process? 

n Type of data available for display 

n Type of the information  the Viewer hopes to extract from (exploration; confirm 

hypotheses) or convey with the display (present results)
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Visualization Process
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Visualization Process
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Why visualization is important?

n Nowadays  

n Generating a lot of data and information 

n Need to process such information 

n Need to communicate increasing levels of information 

Visualization is a cornerstone of modern knowledge discovery tools.  Applications 
often include one or more visualizations to provide different views of data to describe 

some patterns or structures. 

We need to communicate information to people in a efficient and effective manner. 

47



Why visualization is important?
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F. J. Anscombe (1973)

4 datasets 
2 variables, 11 rows



Why visualization is important?
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F. J. Anscombe (1973)

4 datasets 
2 variables, 11 rows



Why is important the study of (data) visualization?

n What is the effect of the presentation of the data on the decision making 

process?   

n Can the presentation of data impact the decision?  

n Can we say which presentations are better or more influential than others?

50
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Why is important the study of (data) visualization?

n What is the effect of the presentation of the data on the decision making 

process?   

n Can the presentation of data impact the decision?  

n Can we say which presentations are better or more influential than others?
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Why is important the study of (data) visualization?

n What is the the role of human preferences and training in the visualization? 

n Hypothetical clinical trial: 

n Two treatments: 50 patients with conventional and 60 with investigational 

n Two populations:  65 with good prognosis and 45 with bad prognosis 

n Two outcomes for each treatment: Response (positive) vs Fail 

n 34 clinicians 

n If a clinician sees that one treatment is better than the other, then he should stop 

the clinical treatment 

52

. Linda S. Elting, James M. Walker, Charles G. Martin, Scott B. Cantor, and Edward B. Rubenstein. 
“Influence of Data Display Formats on Decisions to Stop Clinical Trials.” British Medical Journal 
318 (1999)



Why is important the study of (data) visualization?

n What is the the role of human preferences and training in the visualization?

53

4 visualizations: 
Table 
Pie Chart 
Bar Graph 
Icon

Copyright © 1999, British Medical Journal

Green - Response 
Red - Fail

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/about/copyright.html


Why is important the study of (data) visualization?

n What is the the role of human preferences and training in the visualization? 

n PARTICIPANTS were shown tables, pie charts, bar graphs, and icon displays containing 

hypothetical data from a clinical trial and were asked to decide whether to continue the 

trial or stop for an unplanned statistical analysis. 

n MAIN MEASURE : Percentage of accurate decisions with each type of display 

n RESULTS:  

t More correct decisions were made with icon displays (82%) than with tables 

(68%), pie charts (56%), and bar graphs (43%). 

t Most (21) clinicians  preferred the table; Several were contemptuous of the icon 

display. 

54

The visualization is key in presenting data  
but the user preferences are very involved



Why is important the study of (data) visualization?

n Tamara Munzner, 2015
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Why is important the study of (data) visualization?
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Why is important the study of (data) visualization?

n Tamara Munzner, 2015
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Visualization today

n Single visualization versus Multiple visualization

58

D. L. Gresh, B. E. Rogowitz, R. L. Winslow, D. F. Scollan, and C. K. Yung. “WEAVE: A 
System for Visually Linking 3D and Statistical Visualizations, Applied to Cardiac Simulation 
and Measurement Data.” 

Heart 3D Model 
Additional parameters 

Linked parallel coordinates presentation 



Visualization today

n Static versus Interactive

59

D. L. Gresh, B. E. Rogowitz, R. L. Winslow, D. F. Scollan, and C. K. Yung. “WEAVE: A 
System for Visually Linking 3D and Statistical Visualizations, Applied to Cardiac Simulation 
and Measurement Data.” 

In an interactive visualization the user 
can query the display and thus interact 
with the application display directly rather 
than menus 

Linked parallel coordinates presentation 



Visualization today

n Abstraction versus “real images”

60

Blood vessel configuration of the head and Brain (http://www.bodyworlds.com/) Simulation visualization of the air generated by a Harriet Jet (http://quest.nasa.gov/aero/
background/tools/)

http://www.bodyworlds.com/
http://quest.nasa.gov/aero/background/tools/
http://quest.nasa.gov/aero/background/tools/


Visualization today

n Abstraction versus “real images”
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Mechanism of action for yeast (image generated  by UMass Lowell UVP Software)

x-coordinate: number of atoms; 
y-coordinate: heat information; 

y = mx + b; m = -12.5 and b = 50 

Color of each point: Gibs energy

Visualization provides visual 
representation of objects that may 
include data, algorithms, results of 
computations, process and many other 
components of the application

The ability to provide rich 
descriptions of data is one of the 
strengths of visualization 



Visualization today: IEEE - VIS

n IEEE - VIS conference is a major venue for visualization from 1987 ! 

n IEEE Visual Analytics Science and Technology (VAST) 

n IEEE Information Visualization (InfoVis) 

n IEEE Scientific Visualization (SciVis) 

n http://www.aviz.fr/~bbach/vis25timeline/
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Visualization today: VIS 25 TIMELINE
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Visualization and other fields

n Visualization emerges as a sub-field of Computer Graphics, and is now a new 

field that encompasses aspects from human-computer interaction, perceptual 

psychology, databases, statistics, data mining, and computer graphics, and 

others.  

n Computer graphics focus on graphical objects and the organization (and 

implementation) of graphical primitives. 

n Visualization is the application of graphics to display data by mapping data to 

graphical primitives and rendering the display. 

n In Computer Graphics the visual realism is often one major concern. In 

Visualization the focus is on finding an effective communication of information.
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Interactive Data Visualization

Further Reading and Summary

64

Q&A



Further Reading

65

n Recommend Readings 

t Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications, Matthew O. Ward 

et all, 2015, pages 1 - 38. 

n Supplemental readings: 

t Cholera map’s John Snow: 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1854_Broad_Street_cholera_outbreak 

t Napoleon 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Joseph_Minard 

t William Playfair: 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Playfair 

t Florence Nightingale: 

− https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence_Nightingale 

t Periodic table: 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_table

Check - vis25timeline

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1854_Broad_Street_cholera_outbreak
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_table


What you should know

66

n What is Visualization. 

t understanding the data => take decisions 

n Data Visualization can be extremely powerful 

t Uncover new patterns; confirm hypothesis;  

n Why Visualization is important. 

t Stats not enough; communication needs; exploratory needs  

n Key aspects of today Visualizations. 

t Interactions; visual abstractions; multiple (linked) visualizations. 

n The general steps of a Visualization Process 

t Raw data -> data -> viz structures -> images -> perception + feedback  

n The role of Perception. 

t The role and the importance of the user.



Interactive Data Visualization

67

Q&A



Table of Contents

n Introduction 

n Perception 

n Foundations of Visualization 
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Interactive Data Visualization

Perception
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Interactive Data Visualization

What Is Perception?
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What is perception?

n Most define perception as the process of: 

t recognizing (being aware of);  

t organizing (gathering and storing);  

t and interpreting (binding to knowledge) sensory information. 

n Perception is the process by which we interpret the world around us, forming 

a mental representation of the environment. 

n The brain makes assumptions about the world to overcome the inherent 

ambiguity in all sensory data, and in response to the task at hand.

72



The brain makes assumptions !

73

Figure 3.1 (Matthew Ward, et. all)



The brain makes assumptions !

X

Figure 3.2 (Matthew Ward, et. all)



The brain makes assumptions !

X

Figure 3.3 (Matthew Ward, et. all)



The brain makes assumptions !

n Our vision system is, foremost, not static, and secondly, often not under our 

full control. 

74

Figure 3.6  (Matthew Ward, et. all)



The brain makes assumptions !

n When we visualize data, we need to make sure that no such interferences are 

present that would impede the understanding of what we are trying to convey 

in the visualizations.  

75



The study of perception

n The study of perception is to identify the whole process of perception, from 

sensation to knowledge. What is causing the lines not to appear perfectly 

straight?

X

Figure 3.7  
(Matthew Ward, et. all)
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n The study of perception is to identify the whole process of perception, from 
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Figure 3.7  
(Matthew Ward, et. all)



Interactive Data Visualization

Physiology
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Physiology

n Visible Spectrum 

n Anatomy of the Visual System 

n Visual Processing 

n Eye Movement 

X



Visible Spectrum

n The range is very much dependent on the individual.  

n Color blindness and total blindness in humans are the result of an individual 

not responding to certain wavelengths.
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Figure 3.8  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Anatomy of the Visual System

X



Anatomy of the Visual System

78

Connected to the head and brain by six 

motion control muscles and one optic 

nerve. 

Six muscles are generally considered as 

motion controllers, providing the ability to 

look at objects in the scene. Tend to 

maintain the eye-level with the horizon 

when the head is not perfectly vertical and in 

stabilization of images.



Eye Movement

n There are a variety of eye movements performed for scene interpretation: 

n Smooth pursuit movements: the eyes move smoothly instead of in jumps. 

n Vergence eye movements: moving a finger closer to the face and staring at it 

will force the eyes inward, resulting in vergence movement. Defocusing to 

merge depths in illusions is another example. 

n Saccadic eye movements: these result from multiple targets of interest (not 

necessarily conscious). (1000 degrees per second,  

bringing the gaze on those targets within 25 msec. 

n Saccadic masking or suppression occurs during two  

states between saccadic views. 
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Eye Movement

X

Figure 3.15  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)

n Saccadic eye movements: these result from multiple targets of interest (not 

necessarily conscious). The eye moves as much as 1000 degrees per second, 

bringing the gaze on those targets within 25 msec. 

t It holds its position once on target. 

t Selected targets are determined in the frontal part of the cerebral cortex.  

t The selection is discriminatory, dependent  

on a variety of parameters, and somewhat 

random.



Eye Movement

n Saccadic masking or suppression occurs during two states between saccadic 

views.  

t The gap produced is ignored (some say blocked).  

t A continuous flow of information is interpreted, one that makes sense.  

t The higher-level visual system filters out the blurred images acquired by the low- 

level one, and only the two saccadic stop views are seen. 

X



Anatomy of the Visual System
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Anatomy of the Visual System

X

the exterior cover of the front of the eye:

acting as a protective mechanism 

against physical damage to the internal 

structure

it also serves as one lens focusing the 

light from the surrounding scene 

onto the main lens 



The iris is a colored annulus containing 

radial muscles for changing the size of 

the pupil opening 

Anatomy of the Visual System

X

a circular hole in the iris, similar in 

function to an aperture stop on a 

photographic camera 



Anatomy of the Visual System

X

The third major component is the lens, 

whose crystalline structure is similar to 

onion skin. 

Surrounded by the ciliary body, a set of 

muscles, the lens can be stretched and 

compressed, changing the thickness and 

curvature of the lens and consequently 

adjusting the focal length of the optical 

system.

The elasticity of the lens determines the 

range of shape changes possible, which is 

lost as one ages, leaving the lens in a 

slightly stretched state 



Anatomy of the Visual System
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Once the light has passed through this 

lens system, the final light rays are 

projected onto the photoreceptive layer, 

called the retina. 



Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

81

The structure of the retina is roughly 

radially symmetric around the fovea. 

The fovea contains only cones, and 

linearly, there are about 147,000 cones per 

millimeter.

The fovea is the region of sharpest vision. 



n Two types of photosensitive cells: rods and cones 

n Rods are primarily responsible for intensity perception. They are associated with 

scotopic vision, night vision, operating in clusters for increased sensitivity in very 

low light conditions (night vision - shades of gray). 

n Cones for color perception (day vision).  

The three types R (red), 

G (green), and B (blue). 

n Rods are typically ten times more 

sensitive to light than cones.  

Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

82

Rods Cone



Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

X

The structure of the retina is roughly 

radially symmetric around the fovea. 



Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

X

The structure of the retina is roughly 

radially symmetric around the fovea.

The fovea contains only cones, and 

linearly, there are about 147,000 cones per 

millimeter.

The fovea is the region of sharpest vision. 



Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

n There is an overall distribution of all cells across the retina, with the highest 

concentration occurring at the center of our visual field in the fovea and 

reducing in coverage toward the edges. 

n The fovea consists of only cone receptors,  

and no rods, for highly detailed and exact vision. 

n The parafovea with an outer ring of 2.5-mm diameter,  

with significantly more rods than cones. 

n The perifovea with an outer ring of 5.5- mm diameter  

n The peripheral retina, covering approximately 97.25% 

of the total retinal surface and consisting largely of  

rods.

X



Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

n Rods are the most sensitive type of photoreceptor cells available in the retina. 

n As these cells are thought to be achromatic, we tend to see objects at night in 

shades of gray.  

n Rods do operate, within the visible spectrum between approximately 400 and 

700 nm.  

n It has been noted that during daylight levels of illumination, rods become 

hyper-polarized, or completely saturated, and thus do not contribute to vision.

X



Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

n Cones provide photopic vision, i.e., are responsible for day vision. 

n There are three types of cones in the human eye: S (short), M (medium), and L 

(long) wavelengths. 

n The three types have been associated 

with color combinations using R (red), 

G (green), and B (blue).

X



Anatomy of the Visual System: Retina

n Three types of cones: S (short), M (medium), and L (long) wavelengths. 

t There are considerably fewer S cones, compared to the number of M and L cones 

t Humans can visually perceive all the colors within the standard visible spectrum  

n Cones are not sensitive over a large fixed wavelength range but rather over a small 

moving-window-based range.  

Cones tend to adapt to the average wavelength where there is sensitivity above and 

below their peaks, and a shift in their response curve  

occurs when the average background wavelength 

changes.

X



Anatomy of the Visual System: blind spot

n Where the optic nerve meets the retina, a blind spot occurs, due to the lack of 

photoreceptive cells

X

Figure 3.12  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Anatomy of the Visual System

X



Visual system

n Because the human eye contains a limited number of rods and cones (about 

120 million rods and 6 million cones), it can only manage a certain amount of 

visual information over a given time frame.  

n The optic nerve only contains about one million fibers; thus the eye must 

perform a significant amount of visual processing before transmitting 

information to the brain. 

n Additionally, the information transferred from these two types of cells is not 

equivalent. The eye contains separate systems for encoding spatial properties 

(e.g., size, location, and orientation), and object properties (e.g., color, shape, 

and texture).

X

Figure 3.8  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Interactive Data Visualization

Perceptual Processing
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Perceptual Processing: “preattentive” properties

84

Figure 3.18  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)

Target Distractor



“Preattentive” properties
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Figure 3.19  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)

TargetDistractor



“Preattentive” properties
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Figure 3.20  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)

TargetDistractor
Distractor



“Preattentive” properties
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Figure 3.20  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)

TargetDistractor
Distractor
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Perceptual Processing: “preattentive” properties

n A limited set of visual properties that are detected very rapidly and accurately 

by the low-level visual system. These properties were initially called 

preattentive, since their detection seemed to precede focused attention.  

t We now know that attention plays a critical role in what we see, even at this early 

stage of vision.  

t Typically, tasks that can be performed on large multi-element displays in less than 

200 to 250 milliseconds are considered preattentive. 

t This suggests that certain information in the display is processed in parallel by 

the low-level visual system. 
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“Preattentive” properties

n A unique visual property in the target (e.g., a red hue or curved form) allows it 

to “pop out” of a display.  

n A target made up of a combination of non-unique features (a conjunction 

target ) normally cannot be detected preattentively.  

n A red circle target is made up of two features: red and circular.  

n One of these features is present in each of the distractor objects (red squares and 

blue circles).  

n The visual system has no unique visual property to search for when trying to 
locate the target. If a viewer searches for red items, the visual system always 

returns true. Similarly, a search for circular items always sees blue circles.

X



“Preattentive” properties

n Visual features that have been identified as preattentive:  

n length, width, size, curvature, number, terminators, intersection, closure, hue, 

intensity, flicker, direction of motion, binocular luster, stereoscopic depth, 3D 

depth cues, and lighting direction. 

n The key perceptual attributes associated with the above include luminance and 

brightness, color, texture, and shape 

t Luminance is the measured amount of light coming from some place.  

t Brightness is the perceived amount of light coming from a source (is a nonlinear 

function of the amount of light emitted by the source) [Paper ≠ Screen]. 

t Texture is the characteristic appearance of an area or surface. 

89



“Preattentive” visual tasks

n Target detection.  

n Users rapidly and accurately detect the presence or absence of a “target” element 

with a unique visual feature within a field of distractor elements. 

n Boundary detection.  

t Users rapidly and accurately detect a texture boundary between two groups of 

elements, where all of the elements in each group have a common visual. 

n Region tracking.  

t Users track one or more elements with a unique visual feature as they move in 

time and space. 

n Counting and estimation 

t Users count or estimate the number of elements with a unique visual feature. 
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Feature Integration Theory (Anne Treisman)

n Measuring preattentive task performance: 

n response time: 

Viewers are asked to complete the task (e.g., target detection) as quickly as 

possible while still maintaining a high level of accuracy.  

The number of distractors in a scene is repeatedly increased  

If task completion time is relatively constant and below some chosen threshold, 

independent of the number of distractors, the task is said to be preattentive. 
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Feature Integration Theory (Anne Treisman)

n Measuring preattentive task performance: 

n accuracy: 

the display is shown for a small, fixed exposure duration, then removed from 

the screen (200 to 250 msec). 

The number of distractors in a scene is repeatedly increased  

If viewers can complete the task accurately, regardless of the number of 

distractors, the feature used to define the target is assumed to be preattentive 
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Change Blindness

n The goal of human vision is not to create a replica or image of the seen world 

in our heads.  

n A much better metaphor for vision is that of a dynamic and ongoing 

construction project, where the products being built are short-lived models of 

the external world that are specifically designed for the current visually 

guided tasks of the viewer. 

n What we “see” when confronted with a new scene depends as much on our 

goals and expectations as it does on the array of light that enters our eyes.

X



Change Blindness

n New research in psychophysics has shown that an interruption in what is 

being seen (i.e., a blink, an eye saccade, or a blank screen) renders us “blind” 

to significant changes that occur in the scene during the interruption 
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Change Blindness

n New research in psychophysics has shown that an interruption in what is being 

seen (i.e., a blink, an eye saccade, or a blank screen) renders us “blind” to 

significant changes that occur in the scene during the interruption  

n A list of possible explanations for why change blindness occurs in our VS: 

n Overwriting: information that was not abstracted from the first image is lost. 

n First Impression: hypothesis that only the initial view of a scene is abstracted. 

n Nothing Is Stored: after a scene has been viewed and information has been 

abstracted, no details are represented internally.  

n Everything Is Stored, Nothing Is Compared: only compared is requested 

n Feature Combination: details from an initial view might be combined with new 

features from a second view.
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Interactive Data Visualization

Perception in Visualization
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Perceptual Processing

n A visualization of intelligent agents competing in simulated e-commerce 

auctions: 

n x-axis is mapped to time; 

n y-axis is mapped to auction; 

n towers represent bids by  

different agents: 

n color mapped to agent ID 

n height is mapped to bid  

price; 

n width to bid quantity. 

X

Figure 3.31  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Perceptual Processing

n A visualization of a CT scan of an abdominal aortic aneurism: 

n yellow represents the artery; 

n purple represents the aneurism; 

n red represents metal tines  

in a set of stents inserted into 

the artery to support its wall 

within the aneurism. 

X

Figure 3.31  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Perceptual Processing

n A painter-like visualization of weather conditions over the Rocky Mountains 

across Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado: 

n temperature is mapped to color 

(dark blues for cold,  

to bright pinks for hot); 

n precipitation is mapped to orientation 

(tilting right for heavier rainfall); 

n wind speed is mapped to coverage  

(less background showing through  

for stronger winds),  

n pressure is mapped to size (larger strokes for higher pressure).
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Figure 3.31  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Perceptual Processing

n Color 

n Texture  

n Motion
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Color

n The principles behind the effective use of color to represent data were developed 

over the course of more than a century of work by cartographers, and refined by 

researchers in perception. Issues that complicate color choices: 

t The relationship between the light we see and the colors we perceive is extremely 

complicated. 

t There are multiple types of data, each suited to a different color scheme. 

t A significant number of people (mostly men), are color blind. 

t Arbitrary color choices can be confusing for viewers unfamiliar with a data set. 

t Light colors on a dark field are perceived differently than dark colors on a bright 

field, which can complicate some visualization tasks, such as target detection.

X



Color

n Recommended reading: 

n Subtleties of Color  

n http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/blogs/elegantfigures/2013/08/05/subtleties-of-

color-part-1-of-6/ 

n Color Models 

n http://dba.med.sc.edu/price/irf/Adobe_tg/models/main.html 

n Check: 

n http://colorbrewer2.org
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Color: The RGB (CMY) Color Model

n RGB: Additive Colors 

t Is produced by any combination of solid spectral colors that are optically 

mixed by being placed closely together, or by being presented in very rapid 

succession. Under these circumstances, two or more colors may be perceived 

as one color.
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The secondary colors of RGB, cyan, magenta, 
and yellow, are formed by the mixture of two of 
the primaries and the exclusion of the third



Color: The RGB (CMY) Color Model

n Computers calculate color using the RGB model. Unfortunately, we see green as 

brighter than red, which itself is brighter than blue, so colors specified in terms a 

computer understands (RGB intensities from 0-255) don’t always translate well to 

how we see.

X



Color: The RGB (CMY) Color Model

n CMY(K): Subtractive Colors 

t Subtractive colors are seen when pigments in an object absorb certain 

wavelengths of white light while reflecting the rest. 

t They correspond roughly to the primary colors in art production
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Color: The RGB and the CMY Color Models

n Colors from CMY(K) are different from RGB colors 

t Just as the primary colors of CMY are the secondary colors of RGB,  

t The primary colors of RGB are the secondary colors of CMY. 

t The colors created by the subtractive model of CMY don't look exactly like the 

colors created in the additive model of RGB.  

t Particularly, CMY cannot reproduce  

the brightness of RGB colors.

X



Color: Munsell’s model

n Although our eyes see color through retinal cells that detect red, green, and blue 

light, we don’t think in RGB. 

n Rather, we think about color in terms of 

t lightness (black to white); 

t hue (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet); 

t saturation (dull to brilliant).  

n These three variables (originally defined by Albert H. Munsell) are the foundation 

of any color system based on human perception.
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Color: Munsell’s model

n Lightness, hue, and saturation (sometimes called chroma)
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Color: Munsell’s model - Hue

n Hue as "the quality by which we distinguish one color from another."  

n He selected five principle colors: red, yellow, green, blue, and purple; and five 

intermediate colors: yellow-red, green-yellow, blue-green, purple-blue, and red-

purple;  

n They are arranged in a wheel  

measured off in 100 compass 

points; 

n Each primary and intermediate  

color was allotted ten degrees

X



Color: Munsell’s model - lightness

n Lightness (or Value) as "the quality by which we distinguish a light color from a 

dark one.” It is a neutral axis that refers to the grey level of the color. This ranges 

from white to black.  

n The notation N is used to denote the gray value at any point on the axis: values of 

0 (black) through 10 (white). 

n Munsell's scale of lightness (or value) is visual, or perceptual. That is, it's based 

on how we see differences in relative light, not on a strict set of mathematical 

values from a light source or illuminant

X



Color: Munsell’s model - Saturation (or Croma)

n Chroma is the quality that distinguishes the difference from a pure hue to a gray 

shade.  

n Thus 7.5YR 7/12 indicates a yellow-red hue tending toward yellow with a value 

(lightness)  of 7 and a chroma of 12:

X



Color: Munsell’s model - Saturation (or Croma)

n Chroma is not uniform for every hue at every value (lightness).  

n Munsell saw that full chroma for individual hues might be achieved at very 

different places in the color sphere. For example, the fullest chroma for hue 5RP 

(red-purple) is achieved at 5/26:

X



Color: Munsell’s model - Saturation (or Croma)

n Chroma is not uniform for every hue at every value (lightness).  

n Another color such as 10YR (yellowish yellow-red) has a much shorter chroma 

axis and reaches fullest chroma at 7/10 and 6/10:

X



Color: Munsell’s model - Saturation (or Croma)

n A three-dimensional solid representation of Munsell's system would look like the 

following:

X



Color: Munsell’s model - Saturation (or Croma)

n Projections of  three-dimensional solid representation of Munsell's system would 

look like the following:

X



Color: Other color models

n Color perception was mapped by the International Commission on Illumination 

(CIE - Commission Internationale de l´Eclairage in French): 

t CIE L*a*b, for example, is used internally by Adobe Photoshop to interpolate 

color gradients and convert images from RGB (screen) to CMYK (print). 

t CIE L*C*h [lightness, chroma (saturation), hue]

X



Color: pickup colors

X



Color: perceptual models - Goals

n To control the difference viewers perceive between different colors, as opposed 

to the distance between their positions in RGB space.  

t Perceptual balance. A unit step anywhere along the color scale produces a 

perceptually uniform difference in color.  

t Distinguishability. Within a discrete collection of colors, every color is equally 

distinguishable from all the others (i.e., no specific color is “easier” or 

“harder” to identify).  

t Flexibility. Colors can be selected from any part of color space (e.g., the 

selection technique is not restricted to only greens, or only reds and blues). 
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Color: select a color map for a target data attribute

n Properties of the attribute, such as its spatial frequency, its continuous or 

discrete nature, and the type of analysis to be performed, are used to choose an 

appropriate color representation. 

n Ware constructed a color scale that spirals up around the luminance axis to 

maintain a uniform simultaneous contrast error along its length [447]. His 

solution matched or outperformed traditional color scales for metric and form 

identification tasks.  

n Healey and Enns showed that color distance, linear separation, and color 

category must all be controlled to select discrete collections of equally 

distinguishable colors.

X



Color: select a color map for a target data attribute

X

Sequential data lies along a smooth continuum, and is suited to a palette with a linear change in 
lightness, augmented by simultaneous shifts in hue and saturation.



Color: select a color map for a target data attribute

n Data that varies from a central value (or other breakpoint) is known as divergent 

or bipolar data.  

t (Ex: profits and losses; differences from the norm (daily temperature 

compared to the monthly average); change over time.

X

Divergent palettes, each composed of two sequential palettes merged with a neutral color. (Derived 
from the NASA Ames Color Tool (top) and Color Brewer.)



Color: select a color map for a target data attribute

X

A magnetogram is a map of magnetic fields, in 
this case on the surface of the Sun. 

A divergent palette suits this data because the 
north polarity (red) and south polarity (blue) are 
both measurements of the same quantity 
(magnetism), just with opposite signs



Color: color blind

X

About 5 percent of people (almost all of them men) are color blind!



Color: select a color map for a target data attribute

n Qualitative data (known as categorical or thematic data) is distinct from 

sequential and divergent data: instead of representing proportional relationships, 

color is used to separate areas into distinct categories

X



Color: select a color map for a target data attribute

n Qualitative data

X

A grouped color scheme allows 
the USGS to simultaneously 
show 16 different land cover 
classes in a single map of the 
area surrounding Portland, 
Oregon.



Color: connecting Color to Meaning

n This may sound obvious, but it’s an underused principle. Whenever possible, 

make intuitive palettes.  

n Some conventional color schemes, especially those used in scientific 

visualization, are difficult for non-experts to understand.  

n Visualizations should be as easy as possible to interpret, so try to find a color 

scheme that matches the audience’s preconceptions and cultural associations: 

t Vegetation is green, barren ground is gray or beige.  

t Water is blue. Clouds are white.  

t Red, orange, and yellow are hot (or at least warm); blue is chilly.

X



Color: connecting Color to Meaning

n The unnatural colors of the rainbow palette (left) are often difficult for novice 

viewers to interpret

X



Color: Layering

n The combination of two or more datasets often tell a story better than a single 

dataset, and the best visualizations tell stories. The color schemes for multiple 

datasets displayed together need to be designed together, and complement one 

another

X



Color: Complementary Datasets

X

This map shows net primary productivity [a measure of the how much plants breathe (technically the amount of 
carbon plants take from the atmosphere and use to grow each year)] on land and in the ocean. The two 
datasets are qualitatively different (phytoplankton growing in the ocean, terrestrial plants on land), but 
quantitatively the same. The green land NPP is easily distinguishable from the blue oceans, but the relative 
lightness matches for a given rate of carbon uptake.



Color: Non-diverging Breakpoints

X

Hurricanes and other tropical cyclones are able to form and strengthen in waters over 82˚ Fahrenheit. This ocean 
temperature map uses rose and yellow to distinguish the warm waters that can sustain tropical cyclones from cool 
water, colored blue. (Map based on Microwave OI SST Data from Remote Sensing Systems.)



Color: Use Color to Separate Data from Non-Data

X

Missing or invalid data should be clearly separated from valid data. Simply replacing the light beige used to 
represent water in this map of land vegetation (left) with gray causes the land surfaces to stand out. (Vegetation 
maps adapted from the NOAA Environmental Visualization Laboratory.)



Perceptual Processing

n Color 

n Texture  

n Motion 

n Memory issues
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Texture

n Texture can be decomposed into a collection of fundamental perceptual 

dimensions. Researchers in computer vision have used properties such as 

regularity, directionality, contrast, size, and coarseness to perform automatic 

texture segmentation and classification  

n Individual values of an attribute control its corresponding texture dimension. The 

result is a texture pattern that changes its visual appearance based on data in the 

underlying data set. 

t Grinstein et al. visualized multidimensional data with “stick-figure” icons 

whose limbs encode attribute values stored in a data element; when the stick-

men are arrayed across a display, they form texture patterns whose spatial 

groupings and boundaries identify attribute correspondence

X



Texture: “stick-figure” icons

n Two most important variables are mapped to the two display dimensions  

n Other variables are mapped to angles and/or length of limbs of the stick figures.

X

Illustration of a stick figure (5 angles and 5 limbs)

A family of 12 stick figures that have 10 features
Occupation, education levels, marital status, 

and gender are mapped to stick figure features



Texture: Gabor filters

n Ware and Knight designed Gabor filters that modified their orientation, size, and 

contrast, based on the values of three independent data attributes

X

In image processing, a Gabor filter, named after Dennis Gabor, is a linear filter used for edge detection



Texture: more …

n Healey and Enns constructed perceptual texture elements (or pexels) that varied 

in size, density, and regularity; results showed that size and density are 

perceptually salient, but variations in regularity are much more difficult to identify.  

n 2D orientation can also be used to encode information: a difference of 15 degrees 

is sufficient to rapidly distinguish elements from one another. Certain 3D 

orientation properties can also be detected by the low-level visual system 

X



Motion

n Motion is a third visual feature that is known to be perceptually salient  

n Three motion properties have been studied extensively by researchers in 

psychophysics: flicker, direction of motion, and velocity of motion.  

n In flicker frequencies F (the frequency of repetition measured in cycles per 

second) that are perceived as discrete flashes by the viewer.  

t frequency must vary from 2–5% to produce a distinguishable difference in 

flicker at the center of focus 

t and at 100% or more for distinguishable difference in flicker in the periphery  

n Object velocity, direction of motion and pattern of motion 

t See Matthew O. Ward bag - 122 - 124

X



Memory Issues

n Sensory memory is high-capacity information storage.  

t It is effectively preattentive eye filters. Large quantities of information are 

processed very fast (less than 200 msec).  

n Short-term memory analyzes information from both sensory and long-term 

storage. It has limited information capacity. It occurs at a high level of processing, 

but the time span is limited typically to less than 30 seconds. 

n Long-term memory is complex and theoretically limit- less, much like a data 

warehouse. This storage is multi-coded, redundantly stored, and organized in a 

complex network structure. Information retrieval is a key problem and access is 

unreliable and slow.

X



Metrics: What?

n What graphical entities can be accurately measured by humans?  

n How many distinct entities can be used in a visualization without confusion?  

n With what level of accuracy do we perceive various primitives?  

n How do we combine primitives to recognize complex phenomena?  

n How should color be used to present information?  

n How many distinct line lengths and orientations can humans accurately 

perceive?
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Metrics: Absolute Judgment of 1D Stimuli

n Position on a line (Hake/Gardner): Varied the position of a pointer located between two 

markers. Most subjects were able to correctly label between 10 and 15 levels [3.25 bits]. 

n Sizes of squares (Eriksen): the size of squares was varied. The capabilities of humans to 

accurately classify the sizes was only between 4 and 5 levels [2.2 bits].  

n Color (Eriksen): In experiments that varied single color parameters, it was found that 

users could correctly classify 10 levels of hue and 5 levels of brightness, or 3.1 and 2.3 

bits, respectively.  

n Line geometry (Pollack): In this experiment, line length, orientation, and curvature were 

tested. The results were: 2.6–3 bits for line length (depending on duration), 2.8–3.3 bits 

for orientation, and 2.2 bits for curvature with constant arc length.
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Metrics: Absolute Judgment of N Stimuli 

n Dot in a square (Klemmer/Frick): Given that a dot in a square is actually two 

position measurements (vertically and horizontally) we should get a capacity 

that is twice that of gauging the position of a marker on a line (6.5 bits), but it 

was measured at 4.6 bits.  

n Hue and saturation (Halsey/Chapanis): Combining hue and saturation should 

have resulted in a capacity of 5.3 bits, but it was measured at only 3.6 bits.  

n Size, brightness, and hue (Eriksen): In an experiment combining geometry and 

color, the size, hue, and brightness of shapes were varied. The sum of the 

individual capacities is 7.6 bits, but a capacity of only 4.1 bits was observed. 
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Metrics: Relative Judgment

n William Cleveland emphasis, rather than on absolute measurement 

(classification), was on relative judgment: detection of differences, rather than 

extracting a numeric value. 
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Figure 3.33  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Metrics: Relative Judgment

n William Cleveland experiments showed errors in perception ordered as 

follows (increasing error):  

1. position along a common scale;  

2. position along identical, nonaligned scales;  

3. length;  

4. angle/slope (though error depends greatly on orientation and type);  

5. area; 

6. volume; 

7. color hue, saturation, density (although this was only informal testing). 
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Figure 3.33  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Metrics: Weber’s and Stevens’s Laws

n Weber’s Law: 

t The likelihood of detecting a change is proportional to the relative change, not the 

absolute change, of a graphical attribute.  

t Stevens’ Law 

t The perceived scale in absolute measurements is the actual scale raised to a 

power.  

− For linear features, this power is between 0.9 and 1.1;  

− for area features, it is between 0.6 and 0.9,  

− for volume features it is between 0.5 and 0.8.
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Metrics: Weber’s and Stevens’s Laws

n Stevens’ Law 

t Linear features: [0.9 , 1.1] 

t Area features: [0.6 and 0.9]  

t Volume features [0.5 and 0.8] 

n Real value of 6 

t Linear: perceived as 5 to 7 

t Area: perceived as 2.9 to 5 

t Volume: perceived as 2.5 to 4,2

X
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Interactive Data Visualization

Metrics: Weber’s and Stevens’s Laws
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Figure 3.35  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Expanding Capabilities

n If we need to communicate information with a higher capacity, we must 

investigate strategies for expanding our capabilities: 

t reconfigure the communication task to require relative, rather than absolute, 

judgment. This is why adding grid lines and axis tick marks is a useful and 

powerful addition to a visualization 

t increasing the dimensionality with caution and in a limited way 

t reconfigure the problem to be a sequence of different absolute judgments, rather 

than simultaneous stimuli.

X



Other aspects to take into account

n The Relationship to Immediate Memory 

t short- term memory is used for very short-term recall, often immediately after a 

stimulus has been received. Studies have shown the span of short- term memory 

to be approximately 7 items (or less) 

n The Role of Recoding  

t Recoding is the process of reorganizing information into fewer chunks, with more 

bits of information per chunk.  

t Recoding differs from person to person 

n The Role of Focus and Expectation

X



Interactive Data Visualization

Further Reading and Summary
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Further Reading
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n Recommend Readings 

t Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications, Matthew O. Ward et 

all, 2015, pages 81 - 136. 

n Supplemental readings: 

n Subtleties of Color  

n http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/blogs/elegantfigures/2013/08/05/subtleties-of-color-part-1-of-6/ 

n Color Models 

n http://dba.med.sc.edu/price/irf/Adobe_tg/models/main.html

Check - colorbrewer2

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/blogs/elegantfigures/2013/08/05/subtleties-of-color-part-1-of-6/
http://dba.med.sc.edu/price/irf/Adobe_tg/models/main.html


What you should know

114

n What is perception (building a mental model) 

t The brain make a lot of assumptions 

n Understanding the Visual System 

t The visible spectrum - It depends on the person and on the age 

t The two type of cells in the Retina (roles, relative quantities and placement) 

t The saccadic eye movements and saccadic masking mask 

n Perceptual Processing 

t “Preattentive” properties (the properties, the tasks, how to test) 

t Change Blindness (what is it, and theories - Nothing is stored)  

n Perception in Visualization 

t Color - Do not use RGB or CMY; Munsell. 

t Channel capacity (Single < 3 bits; Multi < 4.5 bits) 

t Weber Law (relative versus absolute); Stevens’ Law (perceived = real ^ x [ < 1])



Interactive Data Visualization
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Foundations of Visualization 
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Interactive Data Visualization

The Visualization Process

X



The Visualization Process in Detail

X



The Visualization Process in Detail

n Data preprocessing and transformation  

t Process the raw data into something usable by the visualization system.  

− The first part is to make sure that the data are mapped to fundamental data types 

− The second step entails dealing with specific application data issues. 

n Mapping for visualizations  

t Decide on a specific visual representation. 

− This requires representation mappings: geometry, color, and sound, for example.  

n Rendering transformations.  

t The final stage involves mapping from geometry data to the image 

− This stage of the pipeline is very dependent on the underlying graphics library.

X



Mapping for visualizations

n Mapping for visualizations  

t Decide on a specific visual representation. 

− This requires representation mappings: geometry, color, for example. 

X



Expressiveness and Effectiveness

n Expressiveness  

t An expressive visualization presents all the information, and only the information  

t Mexp = The information that we actually display to the user / information we want 

to present to the user 

t 0 ≤ Mexp ≤ 1.  

t If Mexp = 1, we have ideal expressiveness  

t If the information displayed is less than that desired, then Mexp < 1.  

t If Mexp > 1, we are presenting too much information.  

− Expressing additional information is potentially dangerous, because it may not be 

correct and may interfere with the interpretation of the essential information.

X



Expressiveness and Effectiveness

n Effectiveness  

t A visualization is effective when it can be interpreted accurately and quickly and 

when it can be rendered in a cost-effective manner.  

t Effectiveness thus measures a specific cost of information perception. 

t Meff = 1 / (1 + timeinterpret + timerender).  

t 0 < Meff  ≤ 1.  

t The larger Meff is, the greater the visualization’s effectiveness.  

t If Meff is small, then either the interpretation time is very large, or the rendering 

time is large.  

t If Meff is large (close to 1), then both the interpretation and the rendering time are 

very small.

X



Expressiveness and Effectiveness

X

Task: presenting the car prices and mileage for 1979 

Expressiveness(a) ≈ Expressiveness (b)



Expressiveness and Effectiveness

X

The information in (b) can be interpreted more accurately or more quickly than that in (a) for 
some questions. For example, which car has the best mileage?  

However, if we ask which car has the best mileage under $11,000, Figure (b) is less efficient. 



Interactive Data Visualization

Semiology of Graphical Symbols
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Semiology of Graphical Symbols

n The science of graphical symbols and marks is called semiology.  

n Semiology uses the qualities of the plane and objects on the plane to produce 

similarity features, ordering features, and proportionality features of the data 

that are visible for human consumption. 

n Discovery of relations or patterns 

t any pattern on the screen must imply a pattern in the data. If it does not, then it is 

an artifact of the selected representation (and is disturbing). 

t Similarly, any perceived pattern variation in the graphic or symbol cognitively 

implies such a similar variation in the data.  

t Any perceived order in graphic symbols is directly correlated with a perceived 

corresponding order between the data, and vice versa 
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Symbols and Visualizations

n (a) is universally recognizable.  

Such images become preattentively recognizable with experience.  

n (a) is perceived in one step, and that step is simply an association of its 

meaning

X



Symbols and Visualizations

n (b) requires a great deal of attention to understand;  

n the first steps are to recognize patterns within (b) and identify the major 

elements of the image; 

with the second identifying the various relationships between these.

X



Features of Graphics

n Graphics have three (or more) dimensions. 

n Every point of the graphic can be interpreted as a relation between a position 

in x and a position in y. The points vary in size, providing a third dimension or 

variable to interpret. 

X



Features of Graphics

n Graphics have three (or more) dimensions. 

n Every point of the graphic can be interpreted as a relation between a position 

in x and a position in y. The points vary in size, providing a third dimension or 

variable to interpret. 

X



Features of Graphics

n Graphics have three (or more) dimensions. 

n Every point of the graphic can be interpreted as a relation between a position 

in x and a position in y. The points vary in size, providing a third dimension or 

variable to interpret. 

X



Rules of Graphics

n The aim of a graphic is to discover groups or orders in x, and groups or 

orders in y, that are formed on z-values;  

n (x, y, z)-construction enables in all cases the discovery of these groups;  

n Within the (x,y,z)-construction, permutations and classifications solve the 

problem of the upper level of information; 

n Every graphic with more than three factors that differs from the (x, y, z)-

construction destroys the unity of the graphic and the upper level of 

information; 

n Pictures must be read and understood by the human.
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Spatial arrangement of marks

n For the most part, all graphic primitives will be termed marks.  

n One way to encode data for display is to map different data values to different 

marks and their attributes.  

n However, marks by themselves do not define informative displays, since all the 

marks would simply obscure all previously drawn marks; it is only through the 

spatial arrangement of marks that informative displays are created.  

n Once the layout and types of marks are specified, then additional graphical 

properties can be applied to each mark.  

t Marks can vary in size, can be displayed using different colors, and can be 

mapped to different orientations, all of which can be driven by data to convey 

information.

X



Eight visual variables

n eight visual variables:  

t position, 

t shape, 

t size,  

t brightness, 

t color, 

t orientation, 

t texture, 

t motion 
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It is important to remember that the 

result will be an image that is to be 

interpreted by the human visual 

system 



Eight visual variables: Position

n The first and most important visual variable is that of position, the placement of 

representative graphics within some display space, be it one-, two-, or three-

dimensional. 

n Spatial arrangement of graphics is the first step in reading a visualization: 

t The maximization of the spread of representational graphics throughout the 

display space maximizes the amount of information communicated, to some 

degree. 

t Worst case positioning scheme maps all graphics to the exact same position  

t Best positioning scheme maps each graphic to unique positions, such that all the 

graphics can be seen with no overlaps.
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Eight visual variables: Screen resolution
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Eight visual variables: Screen resolution

n 450.710 geo-referenced accidents between 2001 and 2013 in US

X



Eight visual variables: Screen resolution

n Preprocessed data: 53% of items from original data set

X



Eight visual variables: Position - Scales

X



Eight visual variables: Mark (or shape)

n The second visual variable is the mark or shape: points, lines, areas, volumes, and 

their compositions. Marks are graphic primitives that represent data: 

n Example with google maps 

n When using marks, it is important to consider how well one mark can be 

differentiated from other marks
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Eight visual variables: Mark (or shape)
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Eight visual variables

n The position and marks, are required to define a visualization. Without these 

two variables there would not be much to see ! 

n The remaining visual variables affect the way individual representations are 

displayed;  

n These are the graphical properties of marks other than their shape. 
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Eight visual variables

n eight visual variables:  

t position, 

t shape, 

t size,  

t brightness, 

t color, 

t orientation, 

t texture, 

t motion 
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Eight visual variables: Size

n Size easily maps to interval and continuous data variables, because that property 

supports gradual increments over some range.  

n It is more difficult to distinguish between marks of near similar size, and thus size 

can only support categories with very small cardinality.  

n A confounding problem with using size is the type of mark. 

t For points, lines, and curves the use of size works well 

t when marks are represented with graphics that contain sufficient area, the 

quantitative aspects of size fall, and the differences between marks becomes more 

qualitative. 

X



Eight visual variables: Size

X



Eight visual variables: Brightness (ou luminance)

n Brightness is the second visual variable used to modify marks to encode additional 

data variables.  

n While it is possible to use the complete numerical range of brightness values, human 

perception cannot distinguish between all pairs of brightness values. Brightness can 

be used to provide relative difference for large interval and continuous data variables, 

or for mark distinction for marks drawn using a reduced sampled brightness scale.

X



Eight visual variables: Brightness (ou luminance)

X



Eight visual variables: Color

n Color maps are useful for handling both interval and continuous data variables, since 

a color map is generally defined as a continuous range of hue and saturation values

X



Eight visual variables: Color

n When working with categorical or interval data with very low cardinality, it is generally 

acceptable to manually select colors for individual data values, which are selected to 

optimize the distinction between data types

X



Eight visual variables: Color

n Check and try with: www.colorbrewer2.org 

X



Eight visual variables: Orientation

n Orientation is a principal graphic component behind iconographic stick figure 

displays, and is tied directly to preattentive vision. 

n The best marks for using orientation are those with a natural single axis; the graphic 

exhibits symmetry about a major axis. 

X



Eight visual variables: Orientation

X



Eight visual variables: Texture

n Texture can be considered as a combination of many of the other visual variables, 

including marks (texture elements), color (associated with each pixel in a texture 

region), and orientation (conveyed by changes in the local color).  

n Texture is most commonly  

associated with a polygon,  

region, or surface. 

X



Eight visual variables: Motion

n Motion can be associated with any of the other visual variables, since the way a 

variable changes over time can convey more information. 

n One common use of motion is in varying the speed at which a change is occurring 

(such as position change or flashing, which can be seen as changing the opacity). 

n The other aspect of motion is in the direction for position, this can be up, down, left, 

right, diagonal, or basically any slope, while for other variables it can be larger/

smaller, brighter/dimmer, steeper/shallower angles, and so on.

X



Effects of Visual Variables

n Selective visual variables: 

t After coding with such variables, different data values are 

spontaneously divided by the human into distinguished groups (e.g., 

for visualizing nominal values).  

− Size (length, area/volume); 

− Brightness; 

− Texture; 

− Color (only primary colors): varies with the brightness value;  

− Direction / orientation. 

X



Effects of Visual Variables

n Associative visual variables: 

t All factors have same visibility (e.g., for visualizing nominal values).  

− Texture; 

− Color;  

− Direction / orientation; 

− Shape. 

X



Effects of Visual Variables

n Ordinal visual variables: 

t After coding with such variables, different data values are 

spontaneously ordered by the human into distinguished groups (e.g., 

for visualizing ordinal and quantitative data).  

− Texture; 

− Size; 

− Brightness.

X



Effects of Visual Variables

n Check the slides by Sheelagh Carpendale, University of Calgary 

t https://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~saul/hci_topics/pdf_files/visual-variables.pdf 

n For each graphic attribute evaluates its use for each visual variable: 

t selective (is a change enough to allow us to select it from a group?) 

t associative (is a change enough to allow us to perceive them as a group?) 

t quantitative (is there a numerical reading obtainable from changes in this 

variable?) 

t order (are changes in this variable perceived as ordered?) 

t length (across how many changes in this variable are distinctions 

perceptible?)

X



Effects of Visual Variables (by Sheelagh Carpendale)

n Check the slides by Sheelagh Carpendale, University of Calgary 

t https://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~saul/hci_topics/pdf_files/visual-variables.pdf 

n For each graphic attribute evaluates its use for each visual variable: 

t selective (is a change enough to allow us to select it from a group?) 

t associative (is a change enough to allow us to perceive them as a group?) 

t quantitative (is there a numerical reading obtainable from changes in this 

variable?) 

t order (are changes in this variable perceived as ordered?) 

t length (across how many changes in this variable are distinctions 

perceptible?)

X



Effects of Visual Variables (by Sheelagh Carpendale)

n Check the slides by Sheelagh Carpendale, University of Calgary 

t https://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~saul/hci_topics/pdf_files/visual-variables.pdf 

n For each graphic attribute evaluates its use for each visual variable: 

t selective (is a change enough to allow us to select it from a group?) 

t associative (is a change enough to allow us to perceive them as a group?) 

t quantitative (is there a numerical reading obtainable from changes in this 

variable?) 

t order (are changes in this variable perceived as ordered?) 

t length (across how many changes in this variable are distinctions 

perceptible?)

X



Effects of Visual Variables (by Sheelagh Carpendale)

n Check the slides by Sheelagh Carpendale, University of Calgary 

t https://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~saul/hci_topics/pdf_files/visual-variables.pdf 

n For each graphic attribute evaluates its use for each visual variable: 

t selective (is a change enough to allow us to select it from a group?) 

t associative (is a change enough to allow us to perceive them as a group?) 

t quantitative (is there a numerical reading obtainable from changes in this 

variable?) 

t order (are changes in this variable perceived as ordered?) 

t length (across how many changes in this variable are distinctions 

perceptible?)

X



Interactive Data Visualization

Taxonomies
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Taxonomies

n A taxonomy is a means to convey a classification  

n In visualization, we are interested in many forms of taxonomies: 

t data, visualization techniques;  

t tasks; 

t methods for interaction.  

n Based on the data types and a list of tasks they propose and classify around 100 

techniques.
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Keller and Keller (1994) Taxonomy of Visualization Goals

n Classify visualization techniques based on the type of data being analyzed 

and the user’s task(s). 

n The data types: 

t scalar (or scalar field); 

t nominal; 

t direction (or direction field); 

t shape; 

t position; 

t spatially extended region or object (SERO).

X



Keller and Keller (1994) Taxonomy of Visualization Goals

n Task list  

t identify: establish characteristics by which an object is recognizable  

t locate: ascertain the position (absolute or relative);  

t distinguish: recognize as distinct or different (identification is not needed);  

t categorize: place into divisions or classes;  

t cluster: group similar objects  

t rank: assign an order or position relative to other objects  

t compare: notice similarities and differences;  

t associate: link or join in a relationship that may or may not be of the same type; 

t correlate: establish a direct connection, such as causal or reciprocal. 
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Shneiderman (1996) Data Type by Task Taxonomy

n The data types: 

t one-dimensional linear; 

t two-dimensional map; 

t three-dimensional world; 

t temporal;  

t multidimensional; 

t tree; 

t network. 

X



Shneiderman (1996) Data Type by Task Taxonomy

n Shneiderman looked more at the behavior of analysts as they attempt to extract 

knowledge from the data. 

n Overview. Gain an overview of the entire collection. 

n Zoom. Zoom in items of interest to gain a more detailed view.  

n Filter. Filter out uninteresting items to allow the user to reduce the size of a search 

n Details-on-demand. Select an item or group and get details when needed.  

n Relate. View relationships among items. 

n History. Keep a history to allow undo, replay, and progressive refinement.  

n Extract. Extract the items or data in a format that would facilitate other uses.
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Keim (2002) Information Visualization Classification

n Keim designed a classification scheme for visualization systems based on three 
dimensions: data types, visualization techniques, and interaction/distortion 
methods 

X



Keim (2002) Information Visualization Classification

n Keim designed a classification scheme for visualization systems based on three 
dimensions: data types, visualization techniques, and interaction/distortion methods. 

Classification of Visualization Techniques:  

n Standard 2D/3D displays: x,y- or x,y,z-plots, bar charts, line graphs;  

n Geometrically transformed displays: landscapes, scatterplot matrices, projection 

pursuit techniques, prosection views, hyper-slice, parallel coordinates;  

n Iconic displays: Chernoff faces, needle icons, star icons, stick figure icons, color 
icons, tilebars;  

n Dense pixel displays: recursive pattern, circle segments, graph sketches;  

n Stacked displays: dimensional stacking, hierarchical axes, worlds-within-worlds, 
tree-maps, cone trees. 

X



Keim (2002) Information Visualization Classification

n Classification of Interaction and Distortion Techniques:  

n Dynamic projection: grand tour system, XGobi, XLispStat, ExplorN;  

n Interactive filtering: Magic Lenses, InfoCrystal, dynamic queries, Polaris;  

n Interactive zooming: TableLens, PAD++, IVEE/Spotfire, DataSpace, MGV and 
scalable framework;  

n Interactive distortion: hyperbolic and spherical distortions, bifocal displays, 

perspective wall, graphical fisheye views, hyperbolic visualization, hyperbox;  

n Interactive linking and brushing: multiple scatterplots, bar charts, parallel 

coordinates, pixel displays and maps, Polaris, scalable framework, S-Plus, XGobi, 

XmdvTool, DataDesk. 

X



Interactive Data Visualization

Further Reading and Summary
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Q&A



Further Reading
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n Recommend Readings 

t Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications, Matthew O. Ward et 

all, 2015, pages 139 - 179. 

n Supplemental Readings 

n Check the slides by Sheelagh Carpendale, University of Calgary 

− https://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~saul/hci_topics/pdf_files/visual-variables.pdf

https://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~saul/hci_topics/pdf_files/visual-variables.pdf


What you should know
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n The Visualization Process 

n Expressiveness and Effectiveness 

n The fundamental ideas of Semiology of Graphical Symbols 

n data -> (x, y, z*)  

n The eight visual variables(VV) 

n position, shape - Why they are the most important ! 

n the others VVs 

n Effects of Visual Variables 

n selective, associative, quantitative, order 

n Tasks list(s) 

n Why it is important to consider a task; Why it is important to consider a taxonomy 



Interactive Data Visualization
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Q&A



What are the messages of this session?

n What is the (ultimate) goal of IDV? 

n What are the basic ideas of IDV?  

n Why it is important to study IDV?  

n What are the questions addressed by IDV?
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Understand the Data

Mapping from Data to 2D screen

To pass truth information 

How to produce effective Das. Perception; Visual Variables



Whats Next?

n Multivariate Data  

n Spatial Data 

n Geospatial Data 

n Time-Oriented Data 

n Trees, Graphs, and Networks 

n Text and Document Visualization
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